Robin M. Kevles-Necowitz, M.Ed., LPC
Parenting Coach, Licensed Psychotherapist

333 N. Oxford Valley Rd
Suite #502
Fairless Hills, PA 19030
215-321-4411
ParentAssist1@aol.com

PARENT ASSIST
Monthly Contract
1) The initial intake session is one hour, forty minutes and the fee is $400. All
sessions thereafter are $175/session (50 minute sessions). The Parent Power
video must be purchased and watched prior to the first appointment. A minimum
of 3 sessions is required. FaceTime sessions are optional for out-of-town clients.
For Face Time Clients: Sessions must be paid in full via paypal, check, credit card
or money order prior to each session.
2) I have scheduled ____ sessions on the following dates.

I may cancel or change these dates if necessary with 48 hours notice without penalty.
If I change or cancel these dates without the proper notification, I have forfeited that
session. I can re-schedule for an additional fee of $175. Exception: snow or ice.
3) The coaching hour is 50 minutes long. This usually begins on the hour and ends
at 10 minutes before the hour. The Coaching experience is confined to the
contracted time. If further phone or email support is required, I understand I will
be billed the additional charges for those services. Phone support occurs only on
an emergency basis.
4) I understand I am not enrolling in a therapy experience. If it is determined that
therapy is necessary, my Coach will make those recommendations as appropriate.
5) It is helpful to know, as a consumer of Coaching, that to get the most from this
experience, you may be given homework assignments each session. Although it
is not required, completing the homework is strongly encouraged to maximize the
benefits of this experience.
I have read the above contract and have had the opportunity to ask questions. I agree to
the conditions of this contract. I understand everything discussed during coaching
sessions is confidential. Confidentiality may only be broken if there is suspected physical
or sexual abuse in the home.
-------------------------------------------------------Client Signature

----------------------------------------Date

------------------------------------------------------Coach Signature

----------------------------------------Date

